Election seasons are hectic times. As political parties and campaigns prepare for showdowns that will impact their agendas, policy professionals like you need to know what’s happening, what’s changing, and how elections could impact your team. POLITICO Pro’s Campaign Races Dashboard helps you stay ahead of the election cycle with simple visualizations, regularly updated data, and important context to make this midterm season a breeze.

**DIVE DEEP.**

**CLICKABLE MAP**
Access campaign and candidate information directly from the map view by clicking on a state. States are also color-coded by party control.

**FUNDRAISING DATA**
Get candidate and fundraising data for each race. This data is refreshed regularly as the election cycle progresses.

**RACE RATINGS**
View Race Ratings information (Toss-up, Lean Democratic, or Republican) for each election contest delivered by POLITICO’s expert Campaign editors.

**SENATE VIEW MAP**
Use the Senate View to see which party currently controls the seat and a separate map displaying the forecasted results for each state’s Senate race.

**REAL DEPTH. REAL ANALYSIS.**

**CONSOLIDATED DATA**
View all the important data you need in one place, including all House and Senate races, candidate information, party control by state, fundraising data, and race ratings.

**STRAIGHTFORWARD GRAPHICS**
Easily click and receive information straight from the map view. Intuitive color-coding of states and elections by party control make it simple to see the full picture.

**EXPERT OPINIONS**
Get in-depth analysis with links to Pro Campaign News, Featured Races highlighting the most competitive races, and POLITICO’s interactive Redistricting feature showcasing the latest redistricting developments.